
Fairy-doorplate

Make your own sign in your quite personal empire for you!

What do you need:  Thin cardboard
             Scissors, glue
             Optional: Glitter glue for decorating

Instructions:

First, create a base for First, create a base for your doorplate – to which a magical fairy figure will be 
glued! How about a heart, a flower, a simple square or rectangle, or a star? 

Next, you need a circle cut from the thin cardboard – this is for your fairy’s dress! 
As a template, you could draw around a plate with a pencil. Fold the circle in half, 
and then in half again across the middle.  Now you have a cross on your circle. 

Carefully cut out one of the four quadrats from the circle, following the folded 
lines. Set aside this cut-out cone piece for later.

Now take the rest of the circle, with its two points Now take the rest of the circle, with its two points 
pointing upwards. Draw wings at the two creases. 
The lower cone will be the fairy’s dress. If you glue 
the wings to your base, the dress will extend out 
from the paper. 

Draw a face for the fairy and cut this out. Glue it 
to the base over the dress and between the wings 
of the fairof the fairy. 

Take two strips of paper and fold them into a 
concertina. These are the fairy’s two legs, and can 
be glued to the base below the fairy’s dress. Now 
all that are missing are the arms. For these, use 
the cones that you cut out of the cardboard circle 
at the beginning. Then glue the two arms onto the 
fairy (either on the dress or the wings). fairy (either on the dress or the wings). To finish, 
decorate the doorplate using glitter glue.

Fairy tip:
We love glittery clothes! Decorate your fairy’s dress too, using the glitter glue.

Enjoy your doorplate!
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